INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES

A few years after, our BSIT graduates:

1. become successful Information Technology practitioners and/or specialists;
2. develop into champions in the pursuit of lifelong learning; and
3. uphold the standards of professionalism, corporate conduct and the UC and CCS core values.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY OBJECTIVES

A few years after, our ACT graduates:

1. become successful Computer Technology practitioners and/or specialists;
2. develop into champions in the pursuit of lifelong learning; and
3. uphold the standards of professionalism, corporate conduct and the UC and CCS core values.

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY-ANIMATION OBJECTIVES

A few years after, our ACT-Animation graduates:

1. become successful Animation Technology practitioners and/or specialists;
2. develop into champions in the pursuit of lifelong learning; and
3. uphold the standards of professionalism, corporate conduct and the UC and CCS core values.